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In recent years, with the rapid development of modern technology and the continuous promotion of information technology,
information technology has been widely used in modern performing arts. Information management has become the most
practical and effective method and means in performing arts training management, but as the amount of various data grows
exponentially, the requirements for computing processing power and speed for massive amounts of data and information are also
increasing day by day. .is article aims to study the use of edge computing to solve the problems of high latency and high cost
when traditional cloud computing centers provide services. In response to these problems, this paper proposes a data acquisition
and processing system architecture based on edge computing, which uses edge computing to mine the computing power of edge
terminals in the network, performs partial or all calculations at the edge terminals, processes private data, and reduces cloud
computing. .e center’s computing, transmission bandwidth load, and energy consumption, combined with cloud computing,
provide data acquisition, processing, and analysis solutions with low latency and high processing capabilities. .is article details
how to optimize edge server development to minimize access latency and consider network reliability when requesting access to
edge servers. .is paper uses the proposed edge server deployment algorithm and system load optimization, which can effectively
reduce the network delay and system load of the edge server, and the experimental results show that the system performance is
improved by 23.5% after effective optimization.

1. Introduction

With the continuous advancement of science and tech-
nology, as well as the development of the art of dance and the
education of dance itself, the scientific training of dance has
gradually gained the attention of all dance educators. In
modern performing arts, information technology has widely
penetrated into training management, daily management,
health management, and other aspects, making dance
training more efficient and effective. In recent years, various
sports smart APPs have continued to rise. Users only need to
open the APP to perform various sports such as running,
fitness, dancing, and learning martial arts through the APP.

In addition, during the exercise, the sports APP can accu-
rately record the user’s exercise time and calories burned and
then perform effective evaluation, give targeted exercise
suggestions, and specifically provide users with various
sports service needs. Design exercises such as fitness, run-
ning, and professional training are according to the needs of
users. .erefore, designing a scientific and effective dance
training information management system combined with a
smart APP can make the management of dance training
more informationized, systematic, and efficient, thereby
changing the status quo of dance training and playing a
major role in further improving the level of modern per-
forming arts. .e data information generated by the mobile
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information management system for dance training is sent
to each cloud platform through the network, and the analysis
results are obtained through the central function. However,
due to the widespread use of distributed intelligent devices, a
large amount of data transmission blocks the transmission
channel. .ere are many difficulties in using cloud com-
puting technology to solve this problem, and the latest
computing technology provides an effective method to solve
this problem. Information technology and scientific infor-
mation management software can be used to enable func-
tions such as submitting online training plans and remotely
monitoring training effects. It emphasizes the role of smart
APP in dance training and achieves the best training
management effect with minimal investment.

Services based on the Internet of .ings benefit from
cloud services. Yang L. uses edge computing to study
computing offloading, delivering computing to a new par-
adigm at the edge of popular networks near mobile users. In
order to stimulate cloud service operators and local edge
server owners to participate in computing offloading, he
formulates the interaction between cloud service operators
and edge server owners as a Stackelberg game to maximize
cloud service operations by obtaining the best payment and
fees .e utility of the business and edge server owners:
however, his research cannot satisfy more complex appli-
cations, and further research is needed [1]. Mobile edge
computing (MEC) can be freed from computationally in-
tensive workloads by offloading mobile devices to nearby
MEC servers. In order for offloading to be effective, radio
and computing resources need to be dynamically managed
to cope with time-varying computing requirements and
wireless fading channels. Mao has developed an online joint
radio and computing resource management algorithm for
multiuser MEC systems. Its goal is to minimize the long-
term average weighting and power consumption of mobile
devices and MEC servers under the effect of task buffers.
Stability constraints: specifically, in each time slot, the op-
timal CPU cycle frequency of the mobile device is obtained
in a closed form, and the optimal transmit power and
bandwidth allocation for calculating offloading are deter-
mined by the Gauss–Seidel method. For the MEC server, the
optimal frequency of the CPU core and the optimal MEC
server scheduling decision are derived in a closed form. But
it did not consider that this algorithm is too complicated,
which may cause a higher load on the equipment during
operation [2]. .e advent of the Internet of .ings and 5G
applications requires the integration of centralized cloud
computing and emerging mobile edge computing (MEC)
with existing network infrastructure to enhance storage,
processing, and caching functions not only in a centralized
manner but also in a distributed manner. Achieve the fol-
lowing goals: support both delayed and mission-critical
applications at the same time. Rimal studied the perfor-
mance improvement of centralized cloud and MEC-enabled
integrated optical fiber wireless (FiWi) access network. A
novel unified resource management solution is proposed,
which combines centralized cloud computing and MEC
computing offloading activities into the underlying FiWi
dynamic bandwidth allocation process. By using time

division multiple access, both MEC and cloud traffic are
arranged outside the transmission time slot of FiWi traffic.
An analysis framework was developed to model the packet
delay, response time efficiency, gain-offload cost ratio, and
communication-to-computation ratio of cloud and broad-
band access traffic. But his research is not supported by
actual data, and a lot of experiments are needed to verify the
feasibility of the theory [3].

.e innovation of this paper is as follows: (1) reducing
the data transmission delay of the edge network through the
designed algorithm, using the abnormal data recognition
algorithm to identify abnormal data, improving the com-
puting efficiency of edge computing, and reducing the cost of
edge server deployment; (2) adopting an open platform
integrating network, computing, storage, and application
core capabilities, services provided at close distances, and
their applications starting from the edge, making network
services more responsive and satisfying real-time processing,
smart applications, and basic industry needs such as security
and privacy.

2. Edge Server Deployment Algorithm
Design Experiment

2.1. Edge Computing. Edge computing refers to an open
platform that uses the core capabilities of network, com-
puting, storage, and applications on the side close to the
source of things or data. Services are provided at close range,
and its applications start from the edge, making network
services more responsive, and meet the basic industry needs
of real-time processing, smart applications, security, and
privacy [4]. Mobile edge computing technology provides
mobile users with the wireless network computing and cloud
functions, localizes application services that require a lot of
computing resources, and deploys them to nearby mobile
users, thereby reducing wireless network delays and high
bandwidth transmission capabilities. In addition, reducing
backhaul bandwidth requirements can greatly reduce op-
erating costs. Edge computing is located between physical
entities and industrial connections, or on top of physical
entities [5, 6]. In addition, cloud computing can continue to
access edge data on edge computers [7, 8]. Since the in-
troduction of cloud computing, although it has brought
convenience to people’s lives and work, the development of
the Internet of .ings and the increase in data volume have
revealed the drawbacks of cloud computing. People began to
explore new data processing methods to solve the disad-
vantages of cloud computing. Mobile Cloud Computing
(MCC) was proposed [9, 10]. .e definition of cloud
computing is that a mobile device delivers computing unit
storage, operating platforms, other resources, or informa-
tion service resources, or information service delivery
communication networks from the cloud center over the
mobile device on demand. .is is the combined product of
the mobile communication network [11]. Mobile devices
connect to the cloud hub over a wireless network and send
their own tasks to the cloud hub..ere is no need to perform
data management calculations or other processing [12], just
provide data input and output in the cloud center. .is
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feature allows users to download and install applications,
store mobile storage memory, view data on a variety of
devices and platforms, improve application compatibility,
and cover mobile devices [13, 14]. Edge computing refers to
the “sinking” of cloud computing functions at the network
edge, which is a new type of computer model used with
network edge devices. .e “end” of edge computing is the
data source generated by the end of the network terminal
[15, 16]. For the resources between the data paths in the
cloud data center, the basic idea is to perform computer
work on the computer resources near the data source.
Edge computing and cloud computing are complemen-
tary to each other [17, 18]. .e portable computing chip is
a computing chip. .e traditional wireless access network
is located between the wireless access point and the wired
network, which can provide end users with higher
bandwidth and waiting for data service, which can save
time and reduce bandwidth, data service requirements for
network search [19]. Although mobile edge computing
technology is very convenient, it faces many challenges
when applied to real network scenarios. First, a large
number of network access points (APs) need to be de-
veloped to allow almost all smart electronic devices to
access the Internet [20]. However, compared to these APs,
the number of edge servers is very limited considering the
deployment cost. How to optimize these low-tech servers
to develop a modern network with a large number of APs
is a major challenge. Mobile edge computing technology
provides mobile users with a wealth of application ser-
vices by migrating service resources from remote cloud
computing centers to edge networks. .is can signifi-
cantly eliminate the network during the data transmission
process provided by the Remote Cloud Computing
Center. Time delay: the innovation of this paper is to
reduce the data transmission delay of the edge network
through the designed algorithm, use the abnormal data
recognition algorithm to identify abnormal data, improve
the computing efficiency of edge computing, and reduce
the cost of edge server deployment.

2.2. Calculation of Transmission Delay of Edge Network.
In order to ensure that a large number of mobile devices can
access the edge network to obtain services at any time during
the movement, a large number of APs need to be deployed.
.e transmission delay of requesting data from these APs to
the edge server will greatly affect the edge server. Quality of
service: if the data load needs to be transmitted on the switch
through which the data transmission path passes is too large,
it will cause a very serious delay in the edge network [21, 22].
For different types of application services, the request data
for resource requirements are also diversified.

.e variable Rn
ti

represents the average transmission
delay of the request data of the application service n on the
link ti. .e variable E

ti

l,k indicates whether the link ti is on the
path when these request data are transmitted. .e overall
network delay generated when the edge server k provides
application services n to the mobile devices within the
coverage of the edge server l is
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where Sn
l represents the number of requests for application n

within the service range of edge server l, namely,

S
n
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n
l · λ, (2)

where αn
l represents the request rate of mobile devices for

service application n within the coverage of edge server l.
When the request of application n reaches the edge

server that provides the service, the edge server will process
the resources it needs. Assuming that each mobile device
generates an average rate of requests for application service
n, the variable Cn

l is used to represent the average rate of
application n reaching edge server l; then

C
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J
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.e edge server 1 is used to provide service time for the
application, and its average service time is 1/]l, where ]l

represents the average service difference of the edge server 1.
.erefore, it can be deduced that the processing delay of all
service requests in the edge server 1 is

S
t
l � ]l − 

n∈N
C

n
l . (4)

In order to ensure that the service rate is greater than the
requested arrival rate, it is necessary to meet

]l − 
n∈N

C
n
l > 0. (5)

In order to limit the sum of the number of mobile devices
covered by each edge server to be equal to M and to ensure
that no requests sent by mobile devices are repeatedly
counted, then


k∈L

mk � m, ∍ml ∈ G. (6)

2.3. AbnormalDataRecognitionAlgorithm. When collecting
data, the monitored object sometimes performs some more
intense behaviors [23, 24]. .e effect of these behaviors and
actions on the data is the rapid change of the acceleration or
angular velocity..erefore, this type of data is often affected.
.ink of it as abnormal data [25, 26]. For the identification
and processing of abnormal data, taking into account the
timeliness of environmental data and the limitation of
processor performance, when running filling data on edge
devices, it is simple and accurate to use the latest hot card
filling and then perform according to the known node data.
According to the filling result, insert the function s(t), and
then use the interpolation function to quickly obtain the
initial running data of the corresponding position. .e
mathematical expression is to take the number of inter-
polation nodes on the original function m (n) as x+1, which
are (m0, n0), (m1, n1), (m2, n2), . . . , (mx, nx) and substitute
the following formula:

y � a0 + a1n + a2n
2

+ a3n
3

+ ... + ax−1n
x−1

. (7)

.e following is also available:
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y � s(t) � 
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. (8)

After calculating the nearest points from the missing
data through the above formula and substituting them into
the above expression, the corresponding polynomial can be
obtained. .e point N corresponding to the specified value
of the function is then replaced by the interpolating poly-
nomial to get an approximation of the missing value.

2.4. Edge Network Task Load Calculation. On the MEC
server side, the computing resources of the server are also
limited [27]; that is, the MEC server can only meet the
computing requirements of certain data at the same time. In
this article, we assume that the MEC server can only perform
one computing task at a time. After the MEC server com-
pletes the calculation task, it returns the calculation result to
the mobile user.

Assuming that the SV unit can only upload the data of
one calculation task to the MEC server at the same time and
the transmission power of the SV unit is expressed as Gsv,
then the transmission rate can be expressed as

K Gsv(  � μ log2
t0 k0/k( 

x
Gsv

X0μ
 . (9)

Among them, t0 is the energy loss constant, x is the
energy loss index, k is the distance between themobile device
and the MEC server, and μ represents the bandwidth of the
system.

According to the energy consumption and time required
for the execution of computing tasks on the local CPU and
MEC server, these data can be used by combining the two
factors of energy consumption and delay into one factor, and
the load can meet the individual needs of different users and
flexibly adjust related influencing factors [28].

Calculate the time s required for all computers to
execute:

s � max s
m1 , s

m2 , m1 + m2 � m. (10)

.e energy t required to perform all tasks is

t � t
m1 + t

m2 , m1 + m2 � m. (11)

Suppose the overall load of the system is expressed as X:

X � λs
s + λt

t. (12)

Among them, the coefficients λs and λt, respectively,
represent the weight of the delay and energy consumption in
the calculation task..e two coefficients satisfy the following
relationship:

λs
+ λt

� 1,

λs ≥ 0,

λt ≥ 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(13)

When λs is larger, it means that the delay of the cal-
culation task is larger, and when λt is larger, it means that the

user’s energy consumption is too high at this time. In order
to reduce the energy consumption of the calculation task, a
weight coefficient can be selected.

In this way, our goal is to optimize load X:

G1: minX. (14)

2.5. Service Configuration Cost Calculation. .e cost of
application service configuration refers to the resource re-
quirements for configuring VRC on the edge server to
control the state synchronization between VRCs of the same
application service [29, 30].

.is cost is defined as a quadratic function ϕ · x · |n|

containing the total number of VRC services and the
number of all application services, where ϕ is an indicator
coefficient between 0 and 1. Define a linear function φ ·

Scl(n, x) that divides the average request response delay cost
from the average response time obtained; then, the total cost
of each application service standard supported by n VRCs
can be expressed as follows.

3. Design of the Dance Training Mobile
Information Management System Based on
Edge Computing

3.1. ArchitectureDesign Based on the Edge Computing System.
According to the characteristics of edge computing, it is
necessary to use edge devices and cloud computing centers
to coordinate the realization of the overall system functions.
Traditional cloud computing requires data to reach remote
cloud servers through wireless access and a central network.
After processing the data, the cloud server returns the result
to the user through a long-distance backhaul connection. It
can be seen that this method of operation is very time-
consuming. As one of the basic infrastructures of today’s 5G
network technology, the edge computing network is mainly
developed through distributed portable service nodes to
provide these nodes with computing and storage resources
for terminals to process user requests and make full use of
them to make the network have low latency and high
scalability.

Figure 1 shows the basic schematic diagram of a mobile
edge computing system. On the MEC platform, the edge
server is located on the side of the wireless access network,
which greatly shortens the distance from the user equip-
ment. Due to the shortened transmission distance, the MEC
task no longer requires long-distance backhaul connections
and core networks, which can generally reduce delay. On the
other hand, the computing functions of edge servers are
much more powerful than mobile devices, which signifi-
cantly reduces task processing time. .e design idea of the
portable computing system can not only meet the needs of
portable terminal equipment to expand the computer ca-
pacity but also make up for the long transmission delay of
the cloud computing platform. Mobile edge computing
service nodes are the core of the entire network, and de-
velopers develop many computing and storage resources on
these nodes. Real-time services can be provided when a
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request is received, thereby saving basic computing network
resources.

3.2. Design of the Dance Training Mobile Information
Management System

3.2.1. System Structure Design. .e dance training man-
agement information system is a comprehensive manage-
ment system for multilevel users. It has high requirements
for the relevance and real-time performance of each link.
.erefore, it is necessary to use a computer network system
as a platform for construction. .e main body of sports
training management is information. .is information in-
cludes all the information generated by the interaction or
interrelation of each link in sports training management;
they are the bond of each link. .e transmission of infor-
mation in various links is the key to information manage-
ment, and the role of the management information system is
to make the transmission of information more timely and
accurate. .erefore, using the management information
system as a tool to conduct sports training management is
the development direction of modern sports management.
.rough demand analysis, the dance training management
information system is divided into four modules: user
management module, training plan management module,
training effect management module, and body information
management module as shown in Figure 2.

3.3. MySQL-Based Data Storage Module. Data management
is the process of using computer hardware and software
technology to effectively collect, store, process, and apply
data. In the process of system operation, a large amount of
data needs to be processed, and the database can access and
process data reasonably and efficiently. Among them,
MySQL is popular among small- andmedium-sized websites
due to its small size, fast speed, and low cost. .is module
will also choose it as a data storage tool. When storing data,

because the system uses multiple edge devices to transmit
data to the cloud computing center at the same time, the data
transmission speed will be very fast in the actual operation
process. When requesting, the phenomenon of task jam will
inevitably occur. .is article calls the database connection
pool under the MySQL software system, stores the requests
for data storage tasks in the connection pool in a certain
order, and calls them sequentially, thereby alleviating the
phenomenon of task blocking.

After the database connection is established through
Figure 3, when the database server receives the database
execution message uploaded by the WEB, the message is
analyzed. Since the database executionmessage sent byWEB
is in string format and the data type is text, it is stored in the
byte array after being received through the data interface.
First, the byte array is converted into a string in UTF-8
encoding format through the conversion function. Get the
index value through the keyword SQL and the quotation
mark delimiter, thereby obtaining the SQL execution
statement, instantiate the execution statement through the
SqlCommand class, call the built-in ExecuteNonQuery
function to execute the operation statement, and complete
the database operation.

As shown in Figure 4, the basic idea of the connection
group is to store the database connection as an object in
memory during system initialization. When the database
receives a connection request, it will not create a new
connection but will delete established connection inactive
objects from the connection group. After use, reconnect the
connection to log in to the next access request.

4. Edge Server Deployment Algorithm

4.1. TransmissionDelayAnalysis of EdgeNetwork. Under this
system architecture, for the transmission delay of end-to-
end data transmission, the submission time is generally used
to verify the time interval from one device to another for
submitting data. As shown in the mobile edge network
architecture based on SDN technology, this paper uses a
Python program to develop a simulation environment to
simulate the impact of different configurations of VRC
supporting multiple application services in the edge network
on the service request response delay of each application.
.is article analyzes the network transmission delay by
comparing the four algorithms: EOESPA, RNOESPA,
KMCA, and RESPA. In order to further study how the
limited edge server access delay affects the maximum reli-
ability of the SDN-based edge network, the edge network
service deployment plan is represented by four algorithms,
as shown in Table 1.

As shown in Figure 5, it can be observed that, for each
average service request data size setting, the average access
delay achieved by the deployment scheme proposed by
RNOESPA is very close to the best performance that
EOESPA can achieve and is even worse than the classic
KMCA. Moreover, regardless of the amount of data
transmitted, the average delivery time is below 2ms, and
with the increase of data, the delivery time will not change

Edge server

Terminal equipment

Base station

Cloud

Core network

Figure 1: Basic framework diagram of mobile edge computing
system.
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much, which can better ensure the real-time nature of data
transmission.

As shown in Figure 6, as the number of mobile devices in
the edge network increases, the edge server deployment

solution proposed by RNOESPA can also achieve better
performance than KMCA. In addition, from the experi-
mental results shown in Figures 5 and 6, it can be seen that
the edge server access delay caused by the deployment

System main menu

User management
system

Training plan
management

Training effect
management

Body information
management

System user
management

Class hours training
plan management

Training performance
management

Training summary
management

Physical health
information
management

Log in

Figure 2: Framework diagram of dance training mobile information management system.

Get database type, data method

Windows login

Get data source, username, password

Generate connection string

Call the initial value of the
SQL connection function

Call the open function to establish a
connection

Y

N

End

Start

Figure 3: Database connection flow chart.
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schemes proposed by all four algorithms increases with the
size of the service request data and the growth of the number
of mobile devices. At the same time, the experimental results
also show that the increase in the number of mobile devices
has less impact on the access latency of the edge server than
the increase in the size of the service request data.

In order to avoid data transmission disorder when the
system architecture is sending data, the stability of PAG data

upload and the stability of PAG received data are analyzed.
As shown in Tables 2 and 3 , the delay number is that the
response is not received immediately but received after a few
responses. It can be seen from the results that with the
increase of data sent per second, there is no packet loss in
data upload, and the stability of data upload is better. At the
same time, although there is a delay in receiving data when
data is received, there is no packet loss, which can be de-
termined. .e stability of data acquisition is good.

4.2. Identification and Analysis of Abnormal Data. Data
transmission due to various reasons, abnormal data will be
generated during the transmission process, the abnormal
data is identified and analyzed, the data is crawled by Py-
thon, and the algorithm is used to identify the abnormal
data.

Database Communication

Connection 4

Connection 3

Connection pool

Connection 2

Connection 1

Use database

User 3

User 2

User 1

Newly established
connection

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of MySQL connection pool.

Table 1: Edge network server deployment plan.

Algorithm Computation complexity
EOESPA O (K2·|V|·CK)
RNOESPA O (|V|2+|E|·|V|)
KMCA O (K3·|V|2·t)
RESPA 0(1)

1.416 1.429 1.435
1.458

1.499
1.524

1.612
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1.738

1.825
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Figure 5: .e impact of the average request data volume on the
minimum access delay of edge servers.
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Figure 6: .e impact of the number of mobile devices on the
minimum latency of edge servers.
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.e recognition results are shown in Table 4: the rec-
ognition of abnormal data is basically accurate. For ab-
normal data processing, the found abnormal data will be
completely deleted, and then the missing data will be filled
together.

4.3. EdgeNetworkTask LoadCalculation. Figure 7 shows the
overall load of the system in different scenarios when the
number of users is different. It can be seen from the figure
that the local executionmethod has the largest overall system
load, while the other solutions reduce the overall load of the
system compared to the local execution method, indicating
that the execution of tasks on the cloud can obviously bring
benefits to users. Among the remaining methods, the system
load optimization method proposed in this chapter has the
lowest overall system load, and the performance improve-
ment effect is obvious. Compared with execution on the
cloud, because execution on the cloud transmits all tasks to
the cloud for execution without taking into account the
mutual influence of users, the performance cannot be ef-
fectively improved.

Figure 8 shows the change in task load of each method
under different task numbers. Likewise, the local execution
method has the highest load. Like the previous analysis,
when the number of tasks is less than a certain amount, the
cloud execution method and the edge execution method
have similar loads. However, as the number of tasks con-
tinues to increase, the edge execution method has a higher
load than the cloud execution method due to the impact of
delay, which also illustrates the important role of system load
optimization in mobile edge computing.

4.4. Calculation and Analysis of Total Cost of Service
Configuration. A good application configuration scheme
not only ensures a low average response delay for service
requests but also needs to consider the cost of providing
service configuration in the edge network. .is chapter
further analyzes the optimization performance of the

application configuration schemes proposed by all algo-
rithms in terms of service configuration cost.

Since the VRC configuration cost is a quadratic function
of the number of VRCs supporting each application and the
number of application types, it will increase rapidly as the
number of application types increases. It can be seen from
Figure 9 that when the number of VRCs is small, the total
cost of the service configuration scheme proposed by all
algorithms decreases with the increase of the number of
VRCs. .is is because when the number of VRCs is very
small, the leading service configuration cost is the request
response delay, cost.

Table 2: Data upload result.

Type of data Number of packets sent per second Delay number Packet loss rate

Data upload

10 0 0
50 0 0
100 0 0
500 0 0

Table 3: Data reception result.

Type of data Number of packets sent per second Delay number Packet loss rate

Data reception

100 0 0
500 4 0
1000 6 0
1500 9 0

Table 4: Abnormal data recognition rate.

Project Precision Recall rate
Behavior data 0.994 0.989
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Local execution
Cloud computing

Edge computing
Optimization

Figure 7: .e average overall load of the system under different
schemes.
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5. Conclusions

Based on the mobile edge computing architecture, this paper
proposes an edge network service model that provides ap-
plication services for mobile users. It not only analyzes the
optimal deployment of edge servers and proposes corre-
sponding solutions, but also studies a variety of modes in
which edge network resources are limited. .e problem of
optimal configuration of application services in the edge
network and corresponding solutions are proposed. A data
collection and processing system based on edge computing
is realized. .rough the coordination and interaction be-
tween edge devices and cloud computing center the prob-
lems of the original system such as slow computing speed,
large network delay, and large load are solved. .e system
fully integrates the latest information technology into the
information collection of the dance training smart APP, so
that users can use advanced methods such as the Internet to
store ideas and promote the information and automation of

dance training management and its efficiency and efficiency,
thereby helping to improve training level. .e mobile in-
formation management system designed in this article still
has shortcomings. It does not include all the content in the
scope of dance training management. It only focuses on the
selection of training plan management in training man-
agement as the core function of the system. Other aspects are
only slightly involved and not in depth. To carry out a
comprehensive functional design, further research is still
needed.
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